ABSTRACT Subjectivity classification aims to discriminate whether the given text presents opinions or states facts, which is an important foundation and component of sentiment analysis task. The characteristics of microblog (e.g., short text, full noise, casual expression, and incomplete grammatical structure) bring new challenges to microblog text subjectivity classification task. The existing subjectivity classification approaches of microblog text mainly depend on the techniques of artificially constructing emotional features that are commonly based on the bag-of-words model, which will lead to the curse of dimensionality and data sparsity problem. Furthermore, microblog text usually contains the left-handed compliment or implicit representation. It is difficult to find and describe this implicit semantic representation by artificially constructing emotional features, which seriously affects the subjectivity classification accuracy. To address these problems, we introduce a deep recurrent convolution neural network model for subjectivity classification of microblog text with the multi-features combination. In our model, we apply the convolution neural networks to automatically learn classification features and use the recurrent neural networks to abstract and memorize the sequence semantic relations of microblog text. We also employ pre-trained word embedding to reduce the representation dimension of the text, which avoids dimension disasters and data sparsity issues. We perform experiments on six commonly used Twitter datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches on several datasets. Compared with the baseline methods, the accuracy and the average F1-measure of our proposed model for subjectivity classification are improved by a minimum of 1.21% and 2.82%, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
With widespread use of social media, microblog (e.g., Twitter, Facebook) has become one of the important platforms for people's access to information, social communication, interest appealing, self-display, and learning exchanges. Recently, the analysis and mining of the microblog opinion, sentiment, and subjectivity has attracted wide attention from governments, enterprises and researchers, in part because of its potential applications. For example, sentiment analysis system can help organizations understand public emotions towards the events or products associated with them, obtain public opinions and attitudes in a timely manner. Thus, the microblog sentiment analysis is of great significant for public opinions control, products marketing, public opinion polls, and so on [1] , [2] . Sentiment analysis [3] mainly focuses on subjective text and aims to identify the viewpoints underlying a text span. Subjective text contains emotional expression and attitudes towards the events or things relevant to individuals and organizations. Correspondingly, objective text focuses on objective descriptions of facts and phenomena, without containing personal opinions, beliefs, attitudes and emotions.
In reality, there is often a mixture of objective descriptions and subjective attitudes in a microblog sentence or text fragment, which can lead to misjudgment in microblog sentiment analysis. Therefore, it is necessary to classify the text into subjective or objective classes before analyzing the sentiment orientation of microblog text.
Subjectivity classification [3] is to determine whether the given text expresses opinions (subjective) or reports facts (objective), which is an important foundation and component of sentiment analysis task [4] that can prevent a sentiment classifier from contemplating irrelevant or potentially misleading text in online social media such as Twitter and Facebook. The traditional methods for text subjective and objective classification task are difficult to directly apply to microblog text data due to the characteristics of microblog text, such as short text, fulling of noise, casual expression and incomplete grammatical structure etc. The existing subjectivity classification methods of microblog text mainly rely on the technique of artificially constructing emotional feature that is commonly based on the bag-of-words (BoW) model, which will lead to the curse of dimensionality and data sparsity problem. Further, microblog text usually contains the lefthanded compliment or implicit representation. It is difficult to find and describe this implicit semantic representation by artificially constructing emotional features, which seriously affects the classification accuracy. Recent studies have shown that, with the help of pre-trained word embedding and deep neural networks, the combination of the Convolution Neural Network (CNN) and the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) can effectively obtain the implicit semantic representation of text and, thus significantly improve the text classification accuracy [4] - [6] . As emoticons in microblog text are one of the most important features of microblog sentiment analysis, more and more studies explore how effectively use the emoticons to enhance the effect of microblog sentiment classification [7] , [8] .
In this paper, we propose to use Deep Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network (DRCNN) model for the task of microblog text subjective and objective classification. Our DRCNN model combines the contextual emotional features, prior polarity features and sentence-level semantic features of microblog text to improve the classification accuracy. First, we apply the Word2Vec model [9] to map a microblog text into a word embedding which can be used as input to the convolution networks and the bi-directional recurrent networks. Second, we employ a CNN to automatically learn effective text features representation from the massive text categorization marker. Moreover, we also employ a longshort term memory network (LSTM) [10] which may extract the semantic relationship of text sequence, to construct the contextual semantic features of words in the microblog text sequences. Then, by combining the contextual emotional features and the sentence-level semantic features, we introduce DRCNN model for microblog text subjective and objective classification, which utilizes the advantage of both RNN and CNN.
Finally, we compare our proposed DRCNN model with previous state-of-the-art approaches. The experimental results indicate that our DRCNN outperforms previous state-of-the-art approaches in the six commonly used Twitter datasets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section II. Section III presents our DRCNN model. The experiments and discussions are shown in Section IV. We conclude the paper in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The goal of microblog subjectivity classification is to automatically classify the microblog text as subjective attitude or objective description. Many researches regard the text subjectivity classification as a binary classification task, which utilizes machine learning algorithms to determine the probabilities of the text being subjectivity and objectivity according to the main perspective being expressed in the opinion. Yu and Hatzivassiloglou [11] presented a naïve Bayes classifier for text subjectivity classification at both the sentence and document-level using words as categorical features, which achieved very high performance in document classification. Yao and Peng [12] selected some special representations (e.g., punctuation, personal pronouns, and numbers etc.) in the text as the classification features to discriminate the subjectivity and objectivity of the text. Pang and Lee [13] used a novel machine learning text categorization technique for the subjective classification of the document, integrating sentence-level subjectivity classification with document-level sentiment polarity. Lin et al. [14] proposed a hierarchical Bayesian model based on latent Dirichlet allocation model for sentence-level subjectivity classification. This approach viewed the subjectivity classification problem as weakly supervised learning, to which the only input is a small set of subjective dictionary. Without relying on manually labeled, the method can achieve a significant performance gain on Multi-Perspective Question Answering datasets by incorporating subjectivity clues with positive or negative polarity. Davidov et al. [15] proposed a supervised sentiment classification approach for Twitter data. By using Twitter tags and smileys as sentiment labels, this method avoided the need for manual annotation, allowing subjectivity classification of Twitter text. Barbosa and Feng [8] proposed a supervised machine learning method for subjectivity classification, which leverages the source of noisy label as training data and the Twitter contextual emotion features and Part-of-Speech features of words as subjectivity detection features. Sixto et al. [16] proposed a method to subjectivity detection on Twitter microblog texts that explore the uses of meta-information of social networks, which is superior to the BoW model. Rustamov et al. [17] introduced a novel ''Pruned ICF Weighting Coefficient'', which utilizes the principle of fuzzy control and statistical occurrence of words in corpus without any lexical knowledge as emotional features to improve the accuracy for subjectivity detection. Keshavarz and Abadeh [18] first came up with a metaheuristic method for subjectivity classification of microblogs, which uses genetic algorithm to create subjectivity lexicons for classifying the text into objective or subjective classes. In their follow up research, Keshavarz and Abadeh [3] employed the three metaheuristic method to build subjectivity lexicons, and used these lexicons to improve the performance of subjectivity classification. However, these methods have the data sparsity problem. Recently, deep neural networks [19] have brought in new ideas for solving data sparsity problem, and many neural networks models have demonstrated their great performance in many natural language processing tasks, such as document classification [20] , [21] and text summarization [22] . Johnson and Zhang [23] used the high-dimensional BoW model of text as input to the CNN, and extracted the sequential characteristics of the words to generate the word vector representation of the text fragment which was used as input to multi-level convolution and pooling layers for text classification. Cotelo et al. [24] proposed a Tweet categorization approach by combining content and structural knowledge, which performs remarkably better than the textual-based classic model. Chaturvedi et al. [4] used dynamic Gaussian Bayesian networks to learn the significant network topic features between words and concepts in texts, and employed this topic feature to pre-train CNN for subjectivity classification. Lai et al. [5] proposed a RCNN model to solve text classification problem, which uses a RNN to obtain text context information and to generate text word vector representations. Experiments on several datasets showed that the RCNN model can improve classification performance at document-level. Recently, Kowsari et al. [6] developed hierarchical deep learning for text classification (HDLTex). The HDLTex combines three deep learning architectures in a hierarchical structure for document classification, which has improved accuracy over tradition methods. Based on these ideas, they subsequently proposed a more general approach, called Random Multimode Deep Learning (RMDL) [25] , for classification of complex data such as images, documents, and video. In this paper, we introduce a DRCNN model to the subjectivity classification of microblog text. By combining the recurrent structure and the max-pooling layer, the DRCNN model uses the advantages of both the recurrent neural model and the convolution neural model to effectively improve the performance of the subjective and objective classification of the microblog texts.
III. DEEP RECURRENT CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORKS FOR MICROBLOG SUBJECTIVITY CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we introduce the DRCNN model for microblog subjectivity classification in detail. The network structure of the DRCNN model is shown in figure 1 . The input VOLUME 7, 2019 of the model is a microblog t, which is a sequence of word embedding w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n . The output of the model contains subjective and objective classification elements. We use p(i|t, θ) to denote the probability of the microblog viewpoints being objective or subjective.
A. FEATURE REPRESENTATION
The main task of microblog subjectivity classification is to automatically discriminate the given microblog text as subjective or objective [14] . Therefore, text analysis techniques are mostly employed for subjectivity classification. However, in practical microblog environments, microblogging content has a variety of other forms of expression such as a large number of subject tags, emoticons, and emotional vocabularies, in addition to text, which also contribute to the microblog subjectivity classification [7] . Our proposed DRCNN model comprehensively considers the meaning of the self-emotional symbols of the microblog text, the semantic features of the text itself and the emotional expression ability of the common emotional words in the microblog text, which improves the classification performance. In the DRCNN mode, we mainly integrate the microblogging contextual emotional features, prior polarity features and microblogging semantic features.
1) MICROBLOGGING CONTEXTUAL EMOTIONAL FEATURES
Although the expression of microblog language is flexible and diverse, it has its own unique laws. As stated in [7] , some linguistic features, emoticons, repeated letters, and repeated symbols were widely used to express different types of emotions, moods, and feelings in microblog environment. They are therefore regarded as a means of expressing emotions or strengthening emotions.
In microblog environment, the emoticons are frequently adopted and have a very rich emotional tendency, which not only enhances the emotional expression of subjective text, but even adds subjective emotions to objective text [7] . For example, in the sentence ''@sujusfriend ∼∼ guessing titles is the best game for me^^, but I'd really love to play what others would want to play tho-.'', the emoticons, such as ''∼∼'' and ''^^'', are used to express the emotion of joy and happiness. Thus, emoticons have a great contribution to improving the performance of the microblog subjectivity classification task.
Beyond that, punctuation marks are often used to express pauses in the tone of a text or to modify words in microblog environment. For example, exclamation marks are usually employed to express strong emotions, and question marks can also be utilized to express a certain degree of emotions. When these punctuation marks are repeated and mixed, the emotions of the original text will be greatly enhanced.
In addition to using repeat punctuation, letters or strings are often repeated to reinforce the tone of microblog words. According to statistics, the most commonly used repetitive words are mostly interjections or onomatopoeia. Thus, such repeated letters are also symbols that express emotions.
There have more and more studies to realize the importance of repeated letter deformation to emotion recognition [7] .
We call these type of explicit statistical features with emotional tendency as the microblog contextual emotional features. In this article, we extract the emoticons, the number of microblog topic tags, the words containing repeated letters, and the repeated punctuation marks, as the microblogging contextual emotional features.
2) WORD SENTIMENT POLARITY FEATURES
When people express their emotions or attitudes, they usually use vocabularies with clear emotional colors. In microblog environment, the vocabulary with clear emotional colors is an explicit expression of the emotional tendency of microblog text. Thus, the word sentiment polarity score feature [26] is an important feature for subjectivity classification in microblog environment. In our DRCNN model, we use the AFINN [27] lexicon and extend it by using Senti-WordNet [28] to obtain the sentiment polarity score of all the words in the microblog. For each microblog text, the sum of all the word sentiment polarity score is taken as a sentiment polarity feature of the microblog text. The sentiment polarity score of each word in microblog is defined as the difference of the point-wise mutual information between the word and the sentiment categories of positive polarity or negative polarity [26] . The formula is as follows:
where w is a word item in the microblog, SP(w) represents the sentiment polarity score of the w; p indicates the positive sentiment category, n represents the negative sentiment category, PMI (w, p) is the score of the point-wise mutual information between w and p, and PMI(w, n) is the point-wise mutual information score between w and n. Hence, a positive SP(w) demonstrates that there is a stronger relationship between a words w and positive sentiment, and vice versa.
3) MICROBLOGGING SEMANTIC FEATURES
The n-grams language model is one of the most effective representation model in NLP [26] . Although n-grams model is effective, it cannot describe the similarity between words in microblog text. In order to solve the words similarity problem, Mikolov et al. [9] proposed a deep neural network model based word vector representation method, namely Word2Vec, which has continuous BoW (CBOW) and Skip-Gram modes. The goal of the CBOW mode is to predict the probability of the current word occurrence according to the context, and the Skip-Gram mode is to predict the probability of occurrence of the context according to the current word. In the output of our DRCNN model, we use the Word2Vec [9] model to map each word in the microblog text as a word vector representations. The word vector representations can not only capture meaningful semantic and grammatical rules, but also obtain the relationship between concepts through linear operations.
The Word2Vec model only performs semantic analysis based on the dimension of words and does not have the ability of contextual semantic analysis. Therefore, Le and Mikolov [29] proposed the Doc2Vec model to implement vector representation at document-level, which has distributed memory (DM) and distributed BoW (DBOW) modes. The core idea of Doc2Vec is to obtain a compressed representation of a word or a paragraph by predicting the adjacent words in the sentence, which could capture the occurrence statistical features of words in sentences and, thus obtain more abundant semantic features. In the microblog text, the synonyms and similar paragraphs generally have similar contexts. These co-occurrence features that appear together can be mapped to similar feature vectors via Doc2Vec model. In this paper, we define the microblog sentence-level vector as a microblog text semantic feature vector, which is generated by using the gensim Doc2Vec tool [30] . After training and learning, we use the sentencelevel vector of microblog text as a semantic feature to achieve the microblogging subjective and objective classification.
B. DEEP RECURRENT CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORKS MODEL
In view of the subjective and objective tasks of microblog text, we propose a DRCNN model to classify microblog text as subjective attitude or objective description in this section. Our DRCNN model utilizes the word vector representations of Word2Vec model as input to the CNN and bi-direction RNN, and integrates the multiple feature representations, such as Doc2Vec microblog sentence-level vector representation and microblog text explicit language feature, to construct rich semantic features. By combining the RNN, CNN, and emotion features, our DRCNN model improves the performance of the microblog subjectivity classification. In the following, we introduce the network structure of the DRCNN in detail.
1) INPUT LAYER
As shown in Figure 1 , we take a tweet t with n words as an example. First, at the beginning and the end of the microblog, we use ''0'' to padding of length h/2, where h is the value of filter window. Then, each word in the tweets t is mapped to corresponding word embedding via lookingup word embedding table L ∈ R k×|V | that is generated by using the Word2Vec [9] . Where k is the dimension of word embedding, |V | is the number of words. In this way, each word w is mapped to a vector w i ∈ R k . After all the words being mapped, the tweet t is expressed as a word embedding matrix:
2) CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER
The convolutional layer in our model is designed to represent contextual features of whole microblog text. As shown in figure 1 , the word embedding matrix t is used as input to the convolution layer that employs multiple filter with variable window size h to extract a local emotional features vector of the microblog text x i for each possible word window size. For each filter, the corresponding transition matrix W ∈ R h u ×hk and bias term b ∈ R are generated via the learning algorithm, where h u is the number of hidden units in the convolutional layer. The transfer matrix W contains the local features information in each word window. Each convolution operation generates a new contextual local feature vector x i in a word window h, mathematically,
Here f is a non-linear activation function, which employs ReLu function in our experiment; t i:i+h−1 indicates the local vector from the position i to the position i + h − 1 in the word embedding vector t. After this convolution operation is completed, a new contextual local feature vector is generated and can be represented as
3) FORWARD AND BACKWARD LSTM NETWORK LAYERS
Long short-term memory networks (LSTM) have been developed to address the difficulty of capturing long term memory in RNN [10] . The LSTM increasingly accumulates richer information as it goes through the sentence. Moreover, when LSTM reaches the last word, the hidden layer of the network provides a semantic representation of the whole sentence.
In our DRCNN model, we incorporate the two LSTM cells into the recurrent networks model to capture the semantic relationship of text sequences, and then construct the context semantic features of words in the microblog text sequences.
The forward and backward LSTM networks respectively take the word embedding t as input. The last output sequence h n of the forward LSTM network is used as the eigenvector of the forward word relationship of the microblog t, and the last output sequence ← h n of the backward LSTM network is used as the eigenvector of the backward vector of word relationship of the microblog t. The vector h n that concatenated by h n and ← h n is used as the input to the pooling layer, and can be expressed as
The sentence-level feature vector t d ∈ R k×l of the microblog t generated by Doc2Vec model [30] , the vector x t output by the convolutional layer, and the vector h n output by the bi-directional LSTM networks are concatenated to form a new eigenvector o t , given by:
4) POOLING LAYER
Given the eigenvector o t of the forward and backward LSTM network layers, max-pooling for o t would produce a fixed length vector, which can be passed to another convolution layer. The length of the vector is a hyper parameter that can VOLUME 7, 2019 be determined by the user and the number of hidden units in the convolution layer. Then, the local sentence features are integrated into all the features. The commonly used methods of pooling operation include mean pooling and k-max pooling. In our model, we use the k-max pooling (k = 1), which can automatically identify the key language fragments that have an impact on opinion attitude in microblog text. The k-max pooling selects the top k number of features corresponding to multiple hidden layers, so that the most important textual attitude information can be retained. At the same time, the ordering of words and the contextual information of each word are also considered in the pooling operation, which solves the problem that the traditional method cannot express the influence of negative words appearing in different positions in one sentence on the sentiment of sentences. The pooling operation is defined as:
5) CONVOLUTION AND POOLING LAYERS
To better capture classification feature information, we take the fixed length vector outputted by the pooling layer as features, and apply it to a convolution operation again for abstracting the text semantic features representation of higher layer. The output vector of this convolution operation is again fed to a convolution layer to perform max-pooling operation. The max-pooling layer attempts to find the most important latent semantic features in text. This layer contains a multilayer hidden layer network with the convolution layers and pooling layers. In the experiments, the hidden layer network contains three such convolution layers and max-pooling layers. The output vector of the max-pooling operation of the last layer is a fixed-length vector, represented by t i .
6) FULLY-CONNECTED LAYER AND OUTPUT LAYER
The output vector t i of the last max-pooling layer is flattened and converted to a first order vector t i , which concatenates the microblog basic emotional feature vector (sentiment polarity features and explicit language emotional features)w b to form a fully-connected layer vector y , represented as:
The DRCNN is vulnerable to overfitting problem because of its large number of hyper parameters. Therefore, we apply the dropout regularization to fully-connected layer to solve the data overfitting problem. The value of dropout regularization is 0.5 in our following experiments.
The last part of our model is an output layer. Similar to traditional neural networks, it is defined as
where y is the output vector, W is the transfer matrix, and b is the bias term. Finally, the softmax function is applied to output vector y, which can convert the output value into probabilities of the microblog t being subjective or objective.
where is θ is the network parameters.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND DICUSSION
We experiment with our DRCNN model on the task of microblog subjectivity classification. In this section, we firstly describe corpus used for this task, baseline methods we compare with, microblog text preprocessing and experiment setup, and then analyze the results of the experiments.
A. DATASETS AND PREPROCESSING
To show the effectiveness of our DRCNN model, we choose six different datasets that have been widely used in related Twitter sentiment classification task. These datasets are briefly described as follows.
1) The Sentiment Evaluation dataset (SE-Twitter) was introduced by Narr et al. [31] . The whole corpus consists 6745 tweets with a totally number of 4097 objective and 2648 subjective tweets that has been independently annotated with sentiment label by three Mechanical Turk workers.
2) The Sentiment Strength Twitter dataset (SS-Twitter) is used by Thelwall et al. [32] , which totally contains 4242 tweets. The dataset is composed of 1953 objective and 2289 subjective tweets that has been manually annotated with sentiment polarity.
3) The SemEval2014 dataset is provided in SemEval2014 Task9 [33] , which contains 11042 tweets. The SemEval2014 dataset is split into test dataset and experiment dataset, and provides the tweet ids and its corresponding sentimental labels that have been annotated with positive, negative and neutral.
4) The Stanford Twitter Sentiment Test dataset (STS-Test) is used by Go et al. [34] , which contains 498 tweets that has been manually annotated with sentiment polarity. This dataset, although, is relatively small, but it has been widely used in text classification.
5) The SemEval2015-Test dataset is introduced by Rosenthal et al. [35] for SemEval2015 Task10, which consists of 2392 tweets with a number of 987 objective and 1405 subjective tweets that has been manually annotated with sentiment polarity. 6) The SemEval2016 dataset is used in literature [36] for the SemEval2016 Task4, which contains 26632 tweets with sentiment polarity of manual annotation. Table 1 lists the detailed statistics about the six datasets. In real Twitter environment, tweets are usually short, full of noise, arbitrariness, and incomplete grammatical structure due to the frequent presence of acronym, malformed words, irregular grammar, and non-dictionary terms etc. Noise and unstructured tweet data will affect the performance of subjectivity classification of tweets [37] . Therefore, we perform a series of pre-processing on each dataset by first removing stop words, all non ASCII and English characters, all URL links, and all numbers, followed by replacing negative references, emoticons and emoji, then by expanding acronyms and slang to their full words form, and finally by using the Tweet-NLP [38] to tokenization. After being preprocessed, each dataset is used to classify its positive and negative emotions as subjective emotions, and neutral emotions as objective emotions.
B. BASELINES
To evaluate the performance of our DRCNN model for subjectivity classification, we adopt two state-of-the-art baseline strategies: the traditional machine learning methods and the word embedding based deep neural network methods. For the machine learning methods, we adopt a SVM classifier exploiting unigram and bigram features [39] , [40] , a SVM classifier combing with multiple emotion features [42] , and a composition-based classifier [41] . We abbreviate these three classifiers as NG-SVM, ES-SVM, and ES-ENS, respectively. The multiple emotion features are composed of microblogging context, prior polarity feature and microblogging sentence-level vector representation that was trained using Doc2Vec [30] . For the word embedding based deep neural network methods, we use the text classification methods which employ word embedding and convolution neural networks (CNN-word) [42] , recurrent neural networks (RNN) [43] , and bi-direction LSTM networks (BiLSTM) [44] respectively. Finally, RMDL [25] is used as one of the baselines for comparison with our DRCNN model. All these neural network methods utilize the microblog word embedding t as input features. In all of our experiments, the word embedding is trained using Word2Vec on the Twitter corpus.
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In experiments, we first perform a two-stage preprocessing on each dataset using method of literature [45] over all six datasets to reduce the noise in microblog text. After preprocessing, all six datasets are separated into training and testing sets. For each dataset, we apply ten-fold cross-validation instead, split 10% of training set into a development set and keep the remaining 90% as the real training set. The hyperparameters setting of the neural networks such as CNN-word, RNN, and BiLSTM used in our experiment are as follows. The filter widow size of the convolution layer is set to 3, and the initial learning rate is 0.001. A regularization dropout rate of the fully connected layers is 0.5. The dimensions of word embedding and sentence-level semantic feature vector of the microblog are 300. The batch size of convolution calculation is 128, the activation function of the convolutional layer is ReLu, and the optimizer is Adam. For RMDL model (using 15 random deep learning), Glove.Twitter.27B is employed for feature extraction from text data and the epoch of DNN, RNN, and CNN are set to 200, 150, and 200 respectively. In RMDL implementation, the Adam and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizers are used for evaluating the RMDL model. All of the results are performed on the Graphical Process Unit (GPU). Also, we use two Nvida GeForce GTX 1080Ti on our machine which have 32G memory. All remaining parameters of the RMDL model are the same as those adopted in [25] .
For each experiment, we trained our DRCNN model on the training set, acquired the highest accuracy in the verification set, and reported the accuracy of the test set. We performed ten-fold cross-validation experiments 100 times for each dataset, and obtained the average accuracy by observing 100 replications of cross-validation.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We compare our DRCNN model with above baselines for subjectivity classification on the six Twitter datasets. We measured our model's performance by using the metrics of the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-Measure. Table 2 shows the accuracies of subjectivity classification on the six datasets, while Table 3 list the results of the precision (P), recall (R), and F1-Measure (F1) metrics of subjectivity classification on all the six datasets. As can be seen from the table II, our DRCNN model achieves the best performance for the accuracy on all six datasets. The highest accuracy, achieved on the STS-test dataset, is 88.92%, and the minimal accuracy is 82.12% on SemEval 2014 dataset. Moreover, we can see that the accuracy of the EN-ENS outperforms RNN on the datasets of SE-Twitter, STS-Test and SemEval2015-Test, and is close to BiLSM. This illustrates that the traditional machine learning method, using reasonable feature extraction of text classification, can also achieve the good performance. From the point of view of average accuracy, our DRCNN achieves the accuracy of 84.19%, which is better than all baselines. With our model, the performance is improved by a maximum accuracy of 10.48% and by a minimum accuracy of 1.21% on average. From the experimental results, our DRCNN model can effectively improve the accuracy of subjectivity classification because the multi-feature combination that is employed by our model provides richer text subjectivity feature. Obviously, our DRCNN model outperforms the baselines in six commonly used datasets.
As shown in Table 3 , we can see that our DRCNN achieves better performance on average of precision, recall and F1-Measure than all baseline methods in four of the six datasets. To average F1-Measure, our DRCNN model achieves the best performance in all six datasets. The highest average F1-Measure is 83.84% on the SE-twitter dataset. To recall and precision on average, our DRCNN model outperforms all baselines in five of the six datasets. Moreover, due to using convolutional neural networks, the F1-measure performance of CNN-word model is superior to the performance of the RNN, RMDL and BiLSTM models. It can be also seen from the Table 3 that the precision of RMDL model (using 15 Random Deep Learning) is almost close to that of RNN in all datasets, whereas the recall and F-Measure of RMDL are superior to those of all baselines in terms of subjective class in all datasets except SE-Twitter dataset, and inferior to those of all baselines in terms of objective class. This is probably because in RMDL model RNN architectures are used primarily for text classification and different feature VOLUME 7, 2019 extraction approaches (e.g., GloVe, Word2vec, and TF-IDF) are used for each random deep learning model.
From the experimental results, we can see that utilization of multi-features combination can effectively improve the performance of subjective and objective classification. Further, ensemble classifier is superior to single classifier under the same condition, and the framework of combining the bi-directional recurrent neural network and convolutional neural network, which obtains the richer textual semantic features, can further improve the performance of subjectivity classification. When we compare the NG-SVM to the ES-SVM, the experimental results show that the ES-SVM outperforms NG-SVM for all datasets except the STS-test dataset. This illustrates that, on one hand, using multi-features combination contains rich semantics, grammar, and explicit text tendency feature. On the other hand, using Doc2Vec method to represent text can abstract implicit semantic information in the microblog and capture the tendency of microblog content. Moreover, the transcendental sentiment polarity value of words in microblog also shows more important emotional value, which improves the accuracy of subjective and objective classification.
When comparing neural network based approaches (CNN-word, RCNN, DRCNN, RMDL and BiLSTM) with the traditional methods (ES-SVM and NG-SVM), we can see that neural network based approaches outperform these traditional machine learning methods for all most datasets. It proves that neural network based approaches can effective compose sematic representation of microblog texts. Neural networks can capture more contextual information of features compared with traditional methods based on Bow model used SVM classifier.
We compare our DRCNN to the BiLSTM, CNN-word, RMDL and RNN methods in all datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our DRCNN model outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for all datasets except SE-Twitter. We believe the main reason is that the combination of the RNN, CNN and multi-features can capture contextual representation features associated with the classification target from different perspectives.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a deep recurrent convolution neural network model for sentence-level subjectivity classification of microblog short text which is based on Twitter data. With the help of pre-trained word embedding, our model concatenates the contextual emotional features, prior polarity features and sentence-level semantic features of microblog text, and uses these feature as input to different layer of the deep recurrent convolution neural network. By combining the bi-direction recurrent structure and the convolution networks, our model captures the features of word contextual semantic relations in text sequences and constructs presentation of the word meaning and relationship of the text simultaneously. We exam the empirical performance of our model on six commonly used Twitter datasets and compare it to other state-of-the-art methods and baseline model. The experimental results demonstrate that our model outperforms the baseline models in both the accuracies of subjectivity classification and F1-Measure values.
